Toddler Art Workshops at Singapore Art Museum

Elements of Art

November 2017 - March 2018
Date

Day

Lesson Description

25th Nov

Saturday

A major element of art is colors! In our first session of the series, the children will learn about
primary and secondary colors. We will read Herve Tullet's book - "Mix It Up" and learn how to
mix our own secondary colors, and print shapes using our new colors.

2nd Dec

Saturday

Shaving cream art! This popular messy play activity is a wonderful sensory experience for
children. Mix and explore colors to create some beautiful marbled effect art pieces to
take home.

9th Dec

Saturday

The next few workshops will be about shapes! We will explore stars by reading one of our
favourite books, Eric Carle’s "Draw Me A Star". The children will learn to make stars out of
triangles and play with different sensory embellishments. Following that, we will also be
making pipe cleaner star ornaments.

16th Dec

Saturday

Triangle fun! The children will make and decorate their own 3D xmas tree out of
triangle cutouts.

6th Jan

Saturday

Circles! The children will use round objects such as ballons, plastic eggs, pom poms, as well as
adding a sensory element by using citrus fruits to create their circular prints.

13th Jan

Saturday

Shapes garland! The children will learn about more shapes and decorate their shapes using
different embellishments such as feathers, glitter, buttons, fabric etc. These shapes will be
stringed up as a garland that they can hang in their room.

3rd Feb

Saturday

Get creative with homemade scented playdough! The children will put what they have been
learning about shapes and colors into practice. They will mix colours and make shapes out of
playdough. Each child will also get to take back a set of their own playdough to keep
exploring and playing at home.

10th Feb

Saturday

Straight lines! Have fun creating a unique piece of tape resist art with your little one. Make
straight lines using tape and mix your own colors to color the background.

3rd Mar

Saturday

Art is lines! The children will explore lines by doing marble painting. We will be using marbles
to make lots and lots of squiggly and straight lines. A firm favorite among the little ones.

10th Mar

Saturday

Art is texture! Our last workshop will explore texture as an element of art. We will be doing
shape collage using different textured materials. The children can consolidate what they have
experienced during the last lesson and create their own collage using different shapes,
textures and colors.
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